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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

LOCATIONS
There are 6 event spaces at the festival site with 
different activities taking place concurrently. 
There will be clear signage and site maps. 
Familiarize yourself with the site so you don’t 
miss any event.

SCHOOLS PROGRAMME
The first three days of the festival (Wednesday 
16th, Thursday 17th and Friday 18th 
September) are dedicated to students of all 
ages. Please check the recommended ages 
for events and enjoy the specially designed 
sessions.

DURATION
Events in the schools’ programme on 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday run for 60 
minutes,  while those on Saturday and Sunday 
programme run for 2 hours.

PUNCTUALITY
The timings of the events are clearly indicated 
alongside each session description. Kindly 
observe time to avoid disappointments.

VENUE CHANGES
We stick to the venues indicated in the 
programme unless in the event of unavoidable 
circumstances. Such changes will be 
communicated in advance.

PHOTOGRAPHS
All photos taken during the festival will 
be used for the sole purpose of promoting 
Storymoja and reading promotion activities.

SECURITY
All efforts have been put in place to ensure 
maximum security on site. However, you 
are advised to take care of your personal 
belongings and report any suspicious activity 
or persons to the nearest Storymoja staff or 
security personnel. Storymoja will not be held 
liable for any losses or damage of personal 
property.

TICKETS & BOOKING
Day ticket KES 1,000
Masterclass KES 500

PREMIUM EVENTS
Exclusive Festival Charity Gala in 
support of www.startalibrary.org 
Friday, 18th September 
Ticket cost: KES 10,000

Afreeka Concert
Saturday, 19th September 
Ticket cost: KES 300

Storymoja Stir Up: Artist Talk Back 
with K.O. 
Friday 18th September 
Ticket cost: KES 200

Buy tickets from www.ticketsasa.com/
www.buymore.co.ke

Mpesa Buy Goods: 779741
Tel.: +254 733 838 161

Email: info@storymojaafrica.co.ke
Twitter: @StorymojaFest
Facebook: Storymoja Festival

www.storymojafestival.com

THE BOOKSHOP 
Buy your favourite books at discounted 
prices and get them signed by authors at 
the bookshop after every event!
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from Zambia, celebrated Zimbabwean author, 
Tsitsi Dangarembga and Michela Wrong from 
the UK will be in attendance.
 
We will hold the Kofi Awoonor Memorial 
Lecture for the second year to celebrate one of 
Africa’s most celebrated poets, who was our 
lead Festival guest in 2013. He lost his life in 
the terrible Westgate mall terrorist attack. His 
son, Afetsi Awoonor, who was with him at the 
time, will pay tribute to his father’s legacy as a 
testament of great hope, healing and forgiveness.
 
Karibuni Storymoja Festival 2015 in Nairobi and 
THANK YOU all for your support. In particular, 
we thank our sponsors, partners and supporters 
for the continued trust and belief. 
 
That is what makes this festival the huge success 
that it is each year!
 
Auma Obama
Festival Patron 2015

   

A call to ARTICULATE our thoughts!
 
It is that time of year and the Storymoja Festival 
is once again upon us!
 
The eighth edition of the Storymoja Festival, a 
mega annual gathering of litterateurs, is here with 
us again! A time when local and international 
writers, narrators, poets, musicians, creative 
artists and revelers from diverse backgrounds 
come together to ARTICULATE their thoughts, 
express their feelings and share in a harmonious 
exchange of ideas - emphasizing once again that 
no society can progress devoid of debates and 
discussions.
 
The Festival has grown from strength to strength. 
Its ethos and objectives remain raising awareness 
of literature and writing, whatever the genre, and 
the promotion of reading and local talent. The 
2015 Festival’s programme presents a delicious 
offering.
 
Children need storybooks to learn words, 
understand sentence structure and improve their 
composition skills. At this year’s festival, we will 
launch the YETU Start a Library campaign to 
raise funds to start libraries in primary schools. 
Data indicates that only a shocking 2% of Kenyan 
primary schools have libraries! This means that 
over 20,000 primary schools need libraries. I 
count on you to support this very necessary 
cause.
 
The Storymoja Festival shines a light on the 
literary talent alive in Kenya, and indeed in 
Africa, it introduces to the world at large the 
wealth of modern literature, art and music that 
the continent continues to generate each passing 
year. To showcase this growth and to create an 
international platform for dialogue that marks 
this festival as a true melting pot of cultures and 
ideas, Storymoja has this year cast its net wide 
to bring celebrated and award winning artists 
from 15 countries. In addition to over 80 Kenyan 
artists, 2015 Caine Prize winner, Namwali Serpell 
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We thank our partners
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Wednesday 16Th September, 
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

Thursday 17th September, 
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

Storymoja Masterclass Series

[M1] 
Transitioning from a Poetaster to a 
Popular Poet
Poetry appears easy and the assumption is 
that anything can be chopped into verse, 
designed to rhyme or altered to sound 
purposeful by syntactic subversion. If 
anything can be manipulated to be poetry, 
then anybody can be a poet! Dami Ajayi 
(Nigeria) and L-ness (Kenya) will lead 
training on the positioning of contempo-
rary poetry. 

[M2]  
Branding and Resume Clinic  
Struggling with packaging a CV and a 
brand that is guaranteed to open doors 
for you? Join HR Expert, Brendan Molloy 
(US), in a resume and branding clinic. 
In partnership with American Reference Center.

[M3]  
Spoken Word Masterclass
Want to hone your spoken word skills? 
Learn from the best of the best, Raymond 
Antrobus (UK) and Raya Wambui (Kenya). 
In partnership with British Council.

[M4] 
Creative  Writing: Traffic Jam
Is Nairobi traffic your worst nightmare? 
Does it drive you mad? Why not pen a 
novella, a short story or just a nice piece 
of literature while in a matatu? Dominic 
Otiang’a (Germany) will share insights on 
how to turn this dreadful experience into 
an exciting writing career. 
In partnership with Goethe Institut.

[M5]  
Setting up Child Friendly Libraries in 
Schools  
Do your students dread the library lesson 
and consider it boring? Come and learn 
how to create a welcoming and exciting 
space for children in your school library. 
In partnership with Book Aid International.

[M6]  
Playwriting Masterclass
Donald Molosi (Botswana) and John Sibi 
Okumu (Kenya) are both renowned the-
atre thespians in their own countries and 
beyond. Let them draw you in on some of 
the preoccupations which they confront 
as writers and performers for the theatre.  

[M7]  
Knowing you Knowing me 
A fun and interactive masterclass that 
will help you to understand yourself and 
discover your career. A workshop for 
teens and young adults.

Martin Dvořák (Czech Republic)
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Friday 18th September, 
2.00 pm - 5.00 pm

[M8]  
Storytelling with Mobile Phone 
Photography  
This groundbreaking and in-depth 
masterclass on storytelling with 
mobile phone photography focuses on 
storytelling, mobile phone photography, 
how to draw the needed inspiration and 
creativity out of ones cultural and social 
environments, and the central part that 
mobile technology plays in creating a 
seamless creative workflow that integrates 
both blogging and social media. This 
masterclass is also accompanied by a 
special online micro-site that provides 
extra learning material. 
Sponsored by Infinix. 

[M9] 
Dance Workshop 
Have you experienced a creative koroga 
of poetry and dance from Czech republic? 
Come and learn from an award winning 
dance instructor and performing artist 
Martin Dvořák (Czech Republic). 
In partnership with the Embassy of the Czech 
Republic. 

[M10] 
Online Content Creation and 
Monetization
Your desire to turn your creativity into 
money is valid! Come and learn how 
to unlock the business person in you! 
Facilitated by James Wamathai, Njeri 
Wangari & Kennedy Kachwanya.
In partnership with BAKE.

[M11]  
Creative Entrepreneurship
A workshop for artists across genres 
to discover business opportunities 
available in the arts. Led by Brian Banda 
(Zimbabwe) and David Muriithi (Kenya). 

[M12] 
Journalism Masterclass
Are you a journalist or blogger and 
want to improve your skills?  Come and 
learn from the best. Celebrated Kenyan 
journalist Jeff Koinange and Michael 
Meyer (founding dean of AKU Graduate 
School of Media and Communication) 
share their insights on media and 
blogging in an interactive workshop. 

Photographer Msingi Sasis (Kenya)
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Wednesday September 16Th
9:00am –10:00am

[1] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Mind Your Manners!
Storymoja’s life skills book comes to life 
in an exciting, creative and interactive 
etiquette theatre show. In partnership with 
The Theatre Company.

[2] Kanga Tent (Above 10) 
The Tales of East Africa
Discover a fantastic reservoir of 
local stories, myths and legends with 
Maїmouna Jallow and Millie Dok. 

Namwali Serpell, 2015 Caine Prize Winner

Programme For Schools

[3] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Teaching Life Skills Through Comedy
Discover Kenya’s talented comedian and 
content creator, George Kimani and S. 
Sudanese writer David Vincent Nyuol. 
Will bring the house down with personal 
experiences, life lessons and rib cracking 
anecdotes. 

[4] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Poetry & Music Career Blast
Enjoy an electrifying poetry & music 
koroga session and feast from Africa’s 
talent. Dami Ajayi (Nigeria), Harriet 
Anena (Uganda) & Kenya’s Tetu Shani.

[5] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Social Media Training for Students
Find a balance between being cool and 
responsible on Facebook, Twitter and 
other online spaces. Facilitated by Rayhab 
Gachango, Wanjiru Kihusa, Williams 
Magunga. In partnership with The Bloggers 
Association of Kenya (BAKE). 

10:15am – 11:15am                                     

[6] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Illustration & Music
Ever thought of drawing and dancing? Be 
part of this interesting art workshop with 
Storymoja’s artist and illustrator Reeves 
Kibet.
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[7] Kanga Tent (Above 10 years) 
Spoken Word for Life Skills  
UK Spoken Word Educator and award-
winning poet Raymond Antrobus 
demonstrates the power of spoken word 
as a powerful tool to develop confidence, 
self-expression, team-building, leadership 
skills and oral communication & literacy 
skills. In partnership with British Council.

[8] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Rappercussions
Kenya’s talented poet & musician L-ness 
and percussionist Tetu Shani will make 
you dive into the world of rap and poetry 
while learning performance techniques. 

[9] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Smart Study: How To Pass Exams
Desire guaranteed excellence? Discover 
the secrets to academic success with 
Storymoja’s Score More series.

[10] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Creative Writing as a Life Skill
Are powerful Writers born or made? 
Come unravel this mystery with 
Kenyan writer, blogger and social 
media influencer, Juliet Maruru and 
accomplished young writer Khulekani 
Magubane (South Africa). 
In partnership with South African High 
Commission.

11:30am– 12:30pm                                            

[11] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Word Magic
Join magician extraordinaire, Johnny 
Rodrigues, as he performs an interactive 
magical show full of fun that will leave 
you enchanted.  

[12] Kanga Tent (Above 10) 
Stand Up and Shout Out Theatre Show
An exciting show that challenges you to 
hear new stories, start conversations and 
take part in your community. You can’t 
afford to miss it! 
In partnership with SUSO.

Storyteller Maïmouna Jallow (Kenya)
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[13] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Telling Stories through Art
Kenya’s leading illustrators and writers 
Chief Nyamweya and Daniel Muli share 
the secrets of story writing using graphic 
art.  In partnership with Comi(K)ment Issues.  

[14] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Animation Career Blast
Explore the wonders of book holograms 
and augmented reality with Blue Antelope 
animation gurus, Collin and Francis.

[15] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Managing Stress as a Student: Keeping a 
Healthy Mind, Body and Spirit
Are you bogged down by exams, 
peer pressure, and high & unrealistic 
expectations from parents & teachers? 
Come and experience stress management 
magic that will help you stay calm & 
focused. Facilitated by Dr. Tanya Pergola 
(US) and Lekoko Ole Sululu (Tanzania).

[16] YETU Tent
Fun Zine Workshop
Join this creative photo-story session and 
learn how to give voice and life to your 
ideas and stories. And better still, be a 
zinester! In partnership with Zinester.org

12:45pm – 1:15pm

[17] All venues (All ages) 
Storymoja Read Aloud with Holy Dave, 
musician and reading ambassador 
Warm up to smash the Kenyan musician 
and Reading Ambassador in reading 
aloud! Let’s all come together and read 
aloud from the same text at the same 
time with our Start-A-Library team. More 
information at www.startalibrary.org

2.00pm - 3.00pm

[18] Kanga Tent 
Speaking with Your Body
Discover the power of body language as a 
mothpiece for self-development.

[19] Magic Tent
Talent Showcase
Unleash the artist in you! Come prepared 
to showcase your talent.

6:30pm – 8:30pm

[P1] Yetu Tent
Education of Auma Obama
A documentary on the life and times of 
Auma Obama told from her homestead 
in Kenya during the run-up to the 2008 
USA presidential elections that brought 
her brother, Barack Obama, to power. A 
Film followed by a panel discussion with 
Auma Obama and Larry Madowo.Spoken Word Artist Raymond Antrobus (UK)
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[24] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Social Media Training for Students
Find a balance between being cool and 
responsible on Facebook, Twitter and 
other online spaces. Facilitated by Rayhab 
Gachango, Wanjiru Kihusa and Williams 
Magunga. In partnership with The Bloggers 
Association of Kenya (BAKE). 

10:15am – 11:15am                                     

[25] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Illustration & Music
Ever thought of drawing and dancing? Be 
part of this interesting art workshop with 
Storymoja’s artist and illustrator Reeves 
Kibet.

Thursday 17Th September

9:00am – 10:00am                                                               

[20] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Mind Your Manners!
Storymoja’s life skills book comes to life 
in an exciting, creative and interactive 
etiquette theatre show. In partnership with 
The Theatre Company.

[21] Kanga Tent (Above 10)
The Tales of East Africa
Discover a fantastic reservoir of 
local stories, myths and legends with 
Maimouna Jallow and Millie Dok. 

[22] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Teaching Life Skills Through Comedy
Discover Kenya’s talented comedian and 
content creator, George Kimani and S. 
Sudanese writer David Vincent Nyuol. 
The duo will bring the house down with 
personal experiences, life lessons and rib 
cracking anecdotes. 

[23] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Creative Writing as a Life Skill
Are powerful writers born or made? 
Come unravel this mystery with 
Kenyan writer, blogger and social media 
influencer, Juliet Maruru and talented 
young writer Khulekani Magubane 
(South Africa). 
In partnership with South African High 
Commission. 

Author Dr Tanya Pergola (USA)
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[28] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Smart Study: How To Pass Exams
Desire guaranteed excellence? Discover 
the secrets to academic success with 
Storymoja’s Score More series.

[29] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
The Future Careers: Thrills and 
Challenges of Oil and Gas Industry
Would you like to open your mind and 
expand it to the world of open career 
possibilities? Samuel Abraham (USA/
India), engineer and trainer, will share 
some exciting tips with you. 

11:30am– 12:30pm                                            

[30] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Word Magic
Join magician extraordinaire, Johnny 
Rodrigues, as he performs an interactive 
magical show full of fun that will leave 
you enchanted. 

[31] Kanga Tent (Above 10) 
Stand Up and Shout Out Theatre Show
An exciting show that challenges you to 
hear new stories, start conversations and 
take part in your community. You can’t 
afford to miss it! 
In partnership with SUSO.

[32] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
PoeTricks
Travel into a poetry maze with many 
directions, entrances, exits and discover 
how to unravel layered meanings of 
poetry. Led by Beverley Nambozo 
Nsengiyunva (Uganda).

[26] Kanga Tent (Above 10 years)
Spoken Word for Life Skills  
UK Spoken Word Educator and award-
winning poet Raymond Antrobus 
demonstrates the power of spoken word 
as a powerful tool to develop confidence, 
self-expression, team-building, leadership 
skills and oral communication & literacy 
skills. 
In partnership with British Council.

[27] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Rappercussions
Kenya’s talented poet & musician L-ness 
and percussionist Tetu Shani will make 
you dive into the world of rap and poetry 
while learning performance techniques. 

Sauti Sol
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6.30pm - 8.30pm
 
[P2] Careerpedia Tent
Radio Play 
When a young woman, Lady Hibou finds 
herself on the Radio Graveyard as host 
of a late night call-in show, the secrets  
of others— stories of the unsaid, failed 
relationships, secret diseases, sexuality 
and hidden hatreds — start to infect her 
life and imagination as she tries to stay 
awake. Radio Play uses comedy, theatre 
and dance to explore issues of freedom of 
speech and self-censorship that resonate 
throughout the region and beyond. 
In partnership with Amizero Kompagnie. 

[33] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Animation Career Blast
Explore the wonders of book holograms 
and augmented reality with Blue 
Antelope animation gurus, Collin and 
Francis.

[34] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Managing Stress as a Student: Keeping a 
Healthy Mind, Body and Spirit
Are you bogged down by exams, 
peer pressure, and high & unrealistic 
expectations from parents & teachers? 
Come and experience stress management 
magic that will help you stay calm & 
focused. Facilitated by Dr. Tanya Pergola 
(US) and Lekoko Ole Sululu (Tanzania).

12:45pm – 1:15pm

[35] All venues (All ages) 
Storymoja Read Aloud with Sauti Sol 
Africa’s best band
Warm up to smash the world record in 
reading aloud! Let’s all come together and 
read aloud from the same text at the same 
time with our Start-A-Library team. More 
information at www.startalibrary.org. 
In partnership with Soma Soma Initiative.

2.00pm - 3.00pm

[36] Kanga Tent
Telling Stories Through Art 
Kenya’s leading illustrators and writers 
Chief Nyamweya,  Daniel Muli and 
Nyambura Wa Kariuki share the secrets 
of story writing using graphic art. 
In partnership with Comi(K)ment Issues. 

[37] Magic Tent
Talent Showcase 
Unleash the artist in you! Come prepared 
to showcase your talent.

Poet Harriet Anena (Uganda)
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Friday 18Th September         

9.00am - 10.00am

[38] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Mind Your Manners!
Storymoja’s life skills book comes to life 
in an exciting, creative and interactive 
etiquette theatre show. In partnership with 
The Theatre Company. 

[39] Kanga Tent (Above 10)
The Tales of East Africa
Discover a fantastic reservoir of local 
histories, myths and legends with 
Maїmouna Jallow and Millie Dok. 

[40] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Teaching Life Skills Through Comedy
Discover Kenya’s talented comedian and 
content creator, George Kimani and S. 
Sudanese writer David Vincent Nyuol. 
The duo will bring the house down with 
personal experiences, life lessons and rib 
cracking anecdotes. 

[41] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Poetry & Music Career Blast
Enjoy an electrifying poetry & music 
koroga session and feast from Africa’s 
talent. Dami Ajayi (Nigeria), Harriet 
Anena (Uganda) & Kenya’s Tetu Shani.

[42] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Social Media Training for Students
Find a balance between cool and 
responsible on Facebook, Twitter and 
other online spaces. Facilitated by Rayhab 
Gachango, Wanjiru Kihusa and Williams 
Magunga.
In partnership with The Bloggers Association of 
Kenya (BAKE). 

10:15am – 11:15am                           

[43] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Capoeira Angola as a Tool for Building 
Community 
Capoeira Angola is an Afro-Brazilian 
martial art that combines dance, a 
percussive orchestra and call and 
response songs.  Born out of martial art 
practices from Central and West Africa 
that came together in Brazil, it became a 
form of slavery resistance. This workshop 
will use Capoeira Angola as a platform to 
explore how children can use culture and 
the arts to build peaceful communities. 
Led by Salim Rollins.

Capoeira Professor Salim Rollins
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[44] Kanga Tent (Above 10 years)
Spoken Word for life skills  
UK Spoken Word Educator and award-
winning poet Raymond Antrobus 
demonstrates the power of spoken word 
as a powerful tool to develop confidence, 
self-expression, team-building, leadership 
skills and oral communication & literacy 
skills. In partnership with British Council.

[45] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
Rappercussions
Kenya’s talented poet & musician L-ness 
and percussionist Tetu Shani will make 
you dive into the world of rap and poetry 
while learning performance techniques. 

[46] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Smart Study: How To Pass Exams
Desire guaranteed excellence? Discover 
the secrets to academic success with 
Storymoja’s Score More series.

[47] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Creative Writing as a Life Skill
Are powerful Writers born or made?
Come unravel this mystery with
Kenyan writer, blogger and social
media influencer, Juliet Maruru and
accomplished young writer Khulekani
Magubane (South Africa).
In partnership with South African High
Commission.

Musician Tetu Shani (Kenya)
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12:45pm – 1:15pm
 
[53] All venues (All ages)
Storymoja Read Aloud with Anto 
Neosoul, Musician and Reading 
Ambassador
Warm up to break a world record in 
reading! Let’s all come together and read 
aloud from the same text at the same 
time with our Start-A-Library team. More 
information at www.startalibrary.org

2.00pm - 3.00pm 

[54] Kanga Tent
Speaking with Your Body
Discover the power of body language as a 
mouthpiece for self-development.

[55] Magic Tent
Talent Showcase
Unleash the artist in you! Come prepared 
to showcase your talent.

11:30am– 12:30pm

[48] Koko Riko Tent (Below 10 yrs)
Word Magic
Join magician extraordinaire, Johnny 
Rodrigues, as he performs an interactive 
magical show full of fun that will leave 
you enchanted.  

[49] Kanga Tent (Above 10) 
Stand Up and Shout Out Theatre Show
An exciting show that challenges you to 
hear new stories, start conversations and 
take part in your community. You can’t 
afford to miss it! In partnership with SUSO.

[50] Life Skills Tent (Above 10) 
PoeTricks
Travel into a poetry maze with many 
directions, entrances, exits and discover 
how to unravel layered meanings of 
poetry. Led by Beverley Nambozo 
Nsengiyunva (Uganda).

[51] Careerpedia Tent (Above 14) 
Animation Career Blast
Explore the wonders of book holograms 
and augmented reality with Blue Antelope 
animation gurus, Collin and Francis.

[52] Magic Tent (Above 14) 
Managing Stress as a Student: Keeping a 
Healthy Mind, Body and Spirit
Are you bogged down by exams, 
peer pressure, and high & unrealistic 
expectations from parents & teachers? 
Come and experience stress management 
magic that will help you stay calm & 
focused. Facilitated by Dr. Tanya Pergola 
(US) and Lekoko Ole Sululu (Tanzania).

Writer Dami Ajayi (Nigeria)
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Saturday 19Th September

11:00am– 1:00pm                                                               

[57] Koko Riko Tent 
Marriage in the 21st Century
To marry or not to marry? And, is 
marriage still valid in the 21st Century? 
Can you find marriage partners? Is 
culture and race an issue? Join Pst. 
Sonstar Peterson in this juicy discussion. 

[58] Kanga Tent 
Africa on the Stage: Acting and 
Reacting
Come and enjoy an amazing performance 
by award winning actor Donald Molosi 
(Botswana). 

5.00pm - 7.00pm

[56] Magic Tent
The Lumina Foundation Reception
Come and discover how you can win this 
literary prize of $20,000. Moderated by 
Ivor Agyeman-Duah and Dr. Ogochukwu 
Promise (The Lumina Foundation is 
Administrator of The Wole Soyinka Prize for 
Literature in Africa).

7:00pm until late

[P3] Yetu Tent
Exclusive Festival Charity Gala
This exclusive charity gala is hosted by 
festival patron Dr Auma Obama
Ticket KES 10,000/- 
Beneficiary: www.startalibrary.org

[P4] Careerpedia tent
Storymoja Stir Up: Artist Talk Back 
with K.O.
Come, party and learn from popular 
South African hip hop artist and rapper, 
K.O., and Kenyan artists King Kaka and 
OCTOPIZZO.Moderated by Anyiko 
Owoko and Taio Tripper. Produced by 
WhatsGoodLive in collaboration with Nairobi 
Rapsody. 

Poet Afetsi Awoonor (Ghana)
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1:30pm – 3:30pm                                                               

[63] Koko Riko Tent 
The economics of fashion
Join our fired up panelists as they discuss 
Kenya’s fashion industry as a key driver of 
our economy.
In partnership with HIVOS.

[64] Kanga Tent 
Immigrant Experiences Influencing 
Writing
The experience of writing home away 
from home. S. Sudanese writer David 
Nyuol, and Kenyan-German author 
Dominic Otiang’a, share their emotional 
and inspirational personal immigration 
journeys and impact on their writing. 
Moderated by Andrea Bohnstedt. In 
partnership with Goethe Institute.

[59] Life Skills Tent
Wealth Creation Mentality
Money is made and lost in one place. 
THE MIND. Do you have the type of 
mind set that creates wealth? Come and 
learn earn how to align yourself with this 
mindset and get out of the rat race.
In partnership with Centonomy.

[60] Careerpedia Tent 
The ABC Blogging & Social media 
Interested to learn the basics of blogging? 
Experienced bloggers James Wamathai, 
Njeri Wangari & Kennedy Kachwanya 
from the Bloggers Association of Kenya 
(BAKE) will guide you and set you to be 
the next talking point in social media. 
In partnership with the Bloggers Assocciation of 
Kenya (BAKE).

[61] Magic Tent 
Secrets of Story Writing
Storymoja’s writers Wangari Grace and 
Florence Onyango and writer Khulekani 
Magubane (South Africa) will share the 
secrets of powerful fiction writing and 
how to write publishable manuscripts and 
award winning pieces and fiction.
In partnership with South African High 
Commission.

[62] Yetu Tent
Wangari Maathai Memorial Lecture
UNEP Chief Scientist, Jacqueline
McGlade will deliver a challenging and
inspiring message while paying 
glowing tribute to her long time friend 
and Africa’s celebrated matriarch. 
Introduction by Wanjira Maathai (Prof. 
Wangari Maathai’s daughter).
In partnership with Green Belt Movement.

Author Tsitsi Dangarembga (Zimbabwe)
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[65] Life Skills Tent 
Book Launch: Borderlines
Controversial writer and author of 
It’s Our Turn To Eat, Michela Wrong 
(UK), launches her first work of fiction. 
In this taut legal thriller, rich with the 
Horn of Africa’s colours and aromas, 
she probes the motives underlying 
Western engagement with the continent, 
questioning the value of universal justice 
and exploring how history itself is 
forged. You just can’t afford to miss this! 
Moderated by Kenyan renowned actor 
and journalist John Sibi Okumu.

[66] Careerpedia Tent 
Double poetry launch with BN Poetry 
Prize winners and Harriet Anena
A showcase of 2015 BN poetry award
winners and launch of Boda Boda
Kampala Anthology and Harriet Anena’s 
A Nation In Labour.
In partnership with BN poetry prize.

Actor  Donald Molosi (Botswana)

[67] Magic Tent 
Dance and Nyef Nyef Storytelling 
Koroga
Come and experience a fusion of dance 
and storytelling. Nyef Nyef storytellers 
Maïmouna Jallow, Ernest Wamboye, 
Dembede Mido and Muthoni Garland 
will unleash a torrent of stories to 
discombobulate your mind. Martin 
Dvořák (Czech Republic), an award 
winning dance instructor and performing 
artist, will bring in an emotional 
performance based on Czech poetry and 
fused with modern dance.

[68] Yetu Tent
Student Stress Management (Workshop 
for Teachers)
Come and experience stress management 
magic that will help you stay calm & 
focused. Facilitated by Dr. Tanya Pergola 
(US) and Lekoko Ole Sululu (Tanzania).

4:00pm – 6:00pm                                                                    

[69] Koko Riko Tent 
HerStory
Storyteller Mshai Mwangola (Kenya) and 
award-winnig writer Tsitsi Dangarembga 
(Zimbabwe) share  inspiring stories 
of heroic women like Nyanjiru and 
Mekatilili and relate personal stories of 
everyday women whose resilience and 
achievements feed our spirit and steel our 
spines in our continent that seems intent 
on dishonouring and disabling women. 
In partnership with Weavers.  
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[70] Kanga Tent 
The Future of Men
It’s no longer a man’s world! Give way 
boy! Should men worry that women are 
somehow controlling the society at this 
time? Moderated by Irungu Houghton.  
(Men only session).

[71] Life Skills Tent 
Why Prizes Matter
Does winning a literary award mean 
anything? How can one write an award 
winning piece? Join a panel discussion 
with winning writers and poets from 
across the continent: Namwali Serpell 
(2015 Caine Prize winner), Lizzy Attree 
(Caine Prize Director), Ogochukwu 
Promise (Wole Soyinka Prize for 
Literature in Africa) and BN Poetry 
Award winners. Moderated by Kenyan 
writer Ciku Kimeria and Karungari Mutu. 
In partnership with Caine Prize

[72] Careerpedia Tent 
Who got your back?
An open discussion and exploration of 
truthfulness, fidelity, restoration and 
inclusion within the family and other 
social circles for LGBTIQ persons in 
Kenya. In partnership with NGLHRC.

[73] Magic Tent 
The Message and the Music
What does contemporary music convey 
about the state of society today? Join a 
panel of talented musicians and poets 
as they explore contemporary popular 
culture and social issues through the 
lyrics. 

[74]  Yetu Tent
Discussion: How books and art create 
and propagate national values? 
Join a surprise panel of guests as they 
discuss the role of books in our society.

6.30pm - 8.30pm 

[75] Careerpedia Tent
Boldly Queer
A new book that contains a rich 
collection of articles, essays and 
photography that give insight into the 
existence of same-sex sexuality and 
gender diversity in across African. It 
showcases a growing understanding of 
the lived realities of sexual and gender 
minorities in the continent. Session 
moderated by Jackson Otieno (Hivos). 
Boldly Queer is an initiative by Hivos and 
realized with support from the Human Rights 
Fund of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

[76] Magic Tent
Writivism Chain Story Challenge
The Kampala-based Writivism initiative 
brings together writers and readers to 
write short chain stories to be judged by 
Saraba co-founder and poet Dami Ajayi 
(Nigeria). Poets Kagayi Peter and Harriet 
Anena (both Uganda) shall perform their 
poetry during this unique interactive 
event. In partnership with Writivism.

[P5] Life Skills Tent
Afreeka Concert
A fusion of poetry, music and spoken 
word with local and international artists. 
Ticket 300 KES
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[78] Kanga Tent
Time is Cows: Timeless Wisdom of the 
Maasai
Are you stressed out and feeling 
overwhelmed by complexities of life? 
Come and learn the gems of wisdom 
from the rich traditions of Maasai culture. 
Facilitated by Dr. Tanya Pergola (USA) 
and Lekoko Ole Sululu (Tanzania).

[79] Life Skills Tent
Growing Up Different
We believe that our greatest strength is in 
our differences! Three Kenyan warriors 
living with lupus, vitiligo, and sickle cell 
disease will share their powerful stories of 
courage, determination and hope. Don’t 
miss this session and be inspired by the  
amazing tales of conquer. Moderated by 
television and radio personality living 
with lupus, Lorna Irungu.

Sunday 20Th September   

11:00am – 1:00pm                                                               

[77] Koko Riko Tent 
Writing On The Coast: Contextualising 
Radicalisation, Insecurity and Terror
Let’s discuss this emotive issue with 
devastating consequences with Kenyan 
writers Stambuli Abdilahi Nassir, Ngala 
Chome and Rasna Warah. Where is the 
place of the writer and the artist at
the Kenyan Coast within recent political
times? Moderated by Kwani Managing
Editor, Billy Kahora. 
In partnership with Kwani.     

Writer David Vincent Nyuol (South Sudan)

Actor and journalist John Sibi Okumu (Kenya)
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[84] Kanga Tent
Speculation: Futures of Literary 
Magazines
What is the future of literary 
publications? Dami Ajayi (Nigeria), 
Emmanuel Iduma (Nigeria) and Jalada’s 
Wanjeri Gakuru, Moses Kilolo and Linda 
Musita (Kenya) explore the requirements 
and benchmark for success as well as 
the nature of publishing infrastructure 
in light of the Internet.In partnership with 
Jalada and Saraba magazine. 

[80] Careerpedia Tent 
Madlove Lounge : Faith, Hope & 
Hiphop!
An out of the box and refreshing 
fellowship of Rappers, Beat-boxers and 
Poets presenting faith and hope narratives 
through beats and rhymes that would 
connect the dots to where Hiphop meets 
Scripture. The session would be a Sunday 
Morning Church in the wild that’s a must 
attend for the urban and untamed! 
In partnership with Mad Love. 

[81] Magic Tent
Storyhippo’s Stories
Awaken the Storyhippo and witness the 
power of storytelling in bringing books 
to life. Book launch and many more. 
Moderated by children books author and 
storyteller Millie Dok.

[82] Yetu Tent
The Power of Biographies
We read biographies, autobiographies, 
memoirs, and diaries to gain insights 
and gather valuable lessons in life. Let’s 
tell our stories! Join Auma Obama, Jeff 
Koinange and Maurice Makoloo (Ford 
Foundation representative) as we bring 
the power of biographies to life. 

1:30pm – 3:30pm                                                               

[83] Koko Riko Tent
Face Off: Tolerance versus 
Condemnation
‘Face Off ’ is a short film that examines
questions of tolerance versus
condemnation, understanding versus
prejudice, and love versus hatred. Citizen
TV’s Lulu Said moderates a heated panel
discussion with Francis Mutua (GD
International), Lucy Wanjiku (Life coach),
Rev. Timothy Njoya and Ruth Kimani.
In partnership with HIVOS.

Writer Ogochukwu Promise (Nigeria) 
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[85] Life Skills Tent
African Art Rising in the West
The appointment of Nigeria’s Okwui 
Enwezor to curate the 2015 Venice 
Biennale, one of the art world’s most 
famous events, shone a spotlight on the 
growing power of Africans in Western 
art spaces. Contact Zones Nairobi leads 
a discussion on the place and value 
of local arts as perceived locally and 
internationally. 
In partnership with Goethe Institut.

[86] Careerpedia Tent
Africa in Translation: East meets West
Language & Literature gurus Lotte 
Rieder (Austria) and Prof. Chris Wanjala 
(Kenya) engage in a discussion and 
comparison of translation and language 
dynamics from across the continents. 
In partnership with PEN Kenya.

[87] Magic Tent
Stand Up Shout Out!
A youth empowerment and engagement 
workshop dubbed UBUNTU that will 
challenge you to take an active role in 
building the world that you desire to live 
in. Be the change you want to see in the 
world!
In partnership with SUSO.

4:00pm – 6:00pm                                                                    

[88] Koko Riko Tent
Fatuma’s Voice 
Bring down the festival curtains with
this high energy koroga of poetry
and music. Come and celebrate creative 
local talent showcase.

[89] Kanga Tent
Raising Boys
Explore the joys and tribulations of
raising boys in today’s world. A surprise
panel of guests will share personal stories
and insights that will discombobulate and
sumbua your mind. Moderated by Pst.
Sonstar Peterson.

Storyteller Aleya Kassam (Kenya)
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[90] Life Skills Tent
Read Africa!
Writers from accross the continent share 
their stories on writing and discuss the 
African reading culture. Join a fired up 
discussion with writers Ogochukwu 
Promise (Nigeria), Dominic Otiang’a 
(Germany), Dami Ajayi (Nigeria), 
Khulekani Magubane (South Africa), Tsitsi 
Dangarembga (Zimbabawe), Aleya Kassam 
(Kenya) and Ciku Kimeria (Kenya) and 
others. Moderated by Goretti Kyomuhendo 
(Director, African Writers Trust).

[91] Careerpedia Tent
Research for Fiction
The Rift Valley Institute Nairobi Forum and 
Kwani! will host author Jennifer Nansubuga 
Makumbi, whose debut novel  KINTU, won 
the 2013 Kwani? Manuscript Prize. Jennifer 
will discuss historical research and “fact” in 
fiction writing. 
In partnership with Rift Valley Institute (RVI).

[92] Yetu Tent
Rosy’s Story
In partnership with www.startalibrary.org and 
The Aga Khan Foundation

6.30pm - 8.30pm

[93] Careerpedia Tent
Kwani Sunday Salon
An evening of readings and conversations 
from outstanding Kenyan writers Clifton 
Gachagua, Phyllis Muthoni, Jackie Ndinda & 
Ketty Nyivabandi (Burundi) and Dami Ajayi 
(Nigeria). In partnership with Kwani.

[94] Yetu Tent
Kofi Awoonor Memorial Lecture: 
Nairobi Calls Again
On Saturday 21st September 2013, one 
of Africa’s most celebrated poet and lead 
guest, Prof. Kofi Awoonor, lost his life in the 
horrible Westgate mall terrorist attack. Two 
years on, his son, Afetsi, who was with him 
at the time, pays glowing tribute to his father 
as a testament of great hope, healing and 
forgiveness. 

Journalist Jeff Koinange (Kenya)
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Festival Founder Muthoni Garland, 
Prof Wole Soyinka and 

Festival Patron Dr. Auma Obama

Festival Patron: Auma Obama
Festival Founder: Muthoni Garland
Festival Producer: Dawn Makena
Millie Dok, Emmanuel Wanjuu, Lucie 
Sedlackova, Juliet Maruru, James Momanyi, 
Kennedy Otieno, Faith Kerubo, Alice Maria, 
Faith Inyanchi, Pauline Kanyiva, Michael 
Ikua, Samuel Theuri, Brian Ombagi, 

Beatrice Mwangi, Mumbi Kariuki, Dan 
Kyunga, Eric Obar, Grace Wangari, Ciru 
Ng’ethe, Reeves Kibet and our dedicated 
team of interns.

SPECIAL THANKS
Wallace Garland
Andrea Bohnstedt
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THE EXHIBITIONS
10003 WARRIOR PROJECT seeks 
to tell the story of Sickle Cell Disease. A 
photographic narrative that showcases 
the faces of Sickle Cell Warriors in Kenya 
and tells individual stories of a forgotten 
community living in Kenya. The project 
seeks to capture 10003 portraits and stories 
of all those living with the disease. This is 
to create awareness, education and provide 
just cause for government and stakeholder 
intervention. The portrait exhibition will 
represent some of the faces of the project 
that have been photographed so far. More at 
http://10003warriorproject.blogspot.co.ke

THE GRAVITY ART EXHIBITION 
is a joint digital art exhibition by ProKraft 
Africa’s talent. The exhibition features series 
artwork from Jeffery Otieno, Joe Makeni, 
Mutua Matheka, Osborne Macharia and 
Thandiwe Muriu.

The Black Edition of Gravity aims not only 
to reflect the dynamism of art itself, but 
also the creativity of the current Kenyan art 
scene:

“We tend to like to think that black is 
despondent; because we are told that black 
is melancholic. Synonymous with being 
immersed in a hopeless state. We have 
to know that black is amorphous. The 
darkened condition that welcomes the 
light. The blank slate from which we draw 
our creativity; the seductively ambiguous 
endless possibility. We have to know, the 
strength that is emitted from this so called 
darkness, the unapologetic bravado of its 
isolation; to attract imagination. Black is 
the bountiful beauty that you least expect 
to illuminate your imagination; and we 
would like to think you see it like we do. 
Experience Black…Experience Gravity.”
More information: www.prokraft.co.ke 

10003 WARRIOR PROJECT ©
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Festival Founder’s Messages

What a special moment of the year it is when Storymoja Festival brings 
together book and art lovers from all over the world to showcase and 
experience rich rendition of all forms of artistic expression.  

The Storymoja Festival has lined up over 100 artists from across the globe 
who will educate, entertain and share knowledge with the thousands of 
festival revelers expected to attend this year’s festival at the Arboretum 
Park in Nairobi.

The beauty about learning is that in enriches, liberates the mind, and as my 
late father used to say, no one can take it away from you once you acquire 
it! Storymoja’s Start a Library initiative, together with other partners, 
will unveil a Yetu Start A Library reading campaign, spearheaded by our 
festival Patron Dr. Auma Obama. The campaign will create awareness 
about our endemic literacy crisis that storybooks can help mitigate, and 
seek donations from ordinary Kenyans and organisations to contribute 
towards starting libraries in primary schools.   

So this festival will be special in that, apart from celebrating literacy, it 
will focus our attention on a solution to address the low literacy levels 
among our school children. Yes, our children are in school but too many 
are not learning the basics of literacy. Books can change this. Reading 
has tremendous power when it comes to fueling the development of all 
aspects of language ability. And just as an American wrote the book that 
articulated the American Dream which millions around the world have 
bought into, our writers could articulate a vision for Kenya in words 
that inspire our people to work with passion and perseverance towards 
achieving it.

May this year’s festival be the fountain that waters the reading and writing 
culture in this country!

Muthoni Garland, 
Festival Founder
August 2015
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